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Ground zero, Boston, a familiar place
a much more tragic connection as
terrorism targets.
Stay strong, Boston.
If you watched Bo Pelini’s
press conference after the Nebraska
spring football game last week, you
saw several “Click It or Ticket”
logos on the backdrop behind the
coach. I’m sure most of you have
seen the television advertisements
with the same message.
Let me be clear about one thing,
I strongly support seat belt use. I
acknowledge that seat belts save
lives. I don’t question the wisdom
of using seat belts.
What I do question it the government spending millions of dollars

proximately 20 percent of Nebraskans still refusing to wear their seat
belts? Is it because they haven’t
been exposed to this brilliant advertising campaign? Not likely.
You are always going to have
a certain percentage of people not
wear their seat belt for a variety of
Nathan Arneal
reasons. Some think it is an intrusion of freedom or privacy. Some
Boston is one of my favorite
people think it is too uncomfortcities, and quite easily my favorite
able. Some people actually believe
major city.
seat belts have no affect on—or
My dual afﬁnities for the Celtics
even hurt—their chances of surand American history have taken
viving a car accident. Whatever
me to Boston on several occasions.
the reason, I am sure they are fully
My most recent trip to the city ocaware that they are risking a ticket
curred exactly two years ago today
if they don’t click it.
(I am writing this on Monday).
Since 1972 all cars have been
Like this Monday, it was Patri- The explosions occurred required to have a seat belt reots’ Day, a local Massachusetts
system combining buzzless than half a block minder
holiday commemorating the
ers and lights to prompt drivers
Battles of Lexington and Confrom where I stood for to buckle up. I know in my car an
cord. Like Monday, it was the
alarm sounds for about ﬁve secﬁve hours in 2008.
day of the Boston Marathon.
onds and repeats every 20 or 30
As I write this, the details of the on this multi-media “Click It or seconds until I put my seat belt on.
explosions at the marathon are still Ticket” campaign.
So let me get this straight.
coming out, but the signs are pointClick It or Ticket is paid for by Twenty percent of people out there
ing to a terrorist attack.
the federal government through the are either ignoring these extremely
The explosions took place at the National Highway Trafﬁc Safety annoying seat belt warnings—that
ﬁnish line right outside the Boston Administration, with each state every single car is equipped with—
Public Library, which is across the kicking in a portion of the fund- or they are somehow going through
street from Copley Square. I know ing as well. In other words, we the the trouble of disabling these
the area well. The explosions oc- taxpayers are paying for these ads. alarms. So somebody thinks seeing
curred less than half a block from
The national ad campaign was a “Click It or Ticket” logo behind
where I stood for ﬁve hours in 2008 ramped up in 2003. According to Bo Pelini is going to convince them
awaiting the Celtics’ NBA champi- statistics from the Nebraska Ofﬁce to wear a seat belt? Or a Click It or
onship parade to roll past.
of Highway Safety, 76 percent of Ticket commercial? Or a billboard?
My most recent trip was with my Nebraskans wore their seat belt in
In a time when government
dad in 2011 to watch a ﬁrst round 2003. In 2012, that ﬁgure was 79 spending is under a microscope and
playoff game between the Celtics percent, actually dropping from 84 deﬁcits are out of control we should
and Knicks. Interestingly enough, percent in 2011.
not be spending our tax dollars on
the Celtics and Knicks will be meetSo the campaign, if seat belt a campaign to splash a Click It or
ing in the ﬁrst round this year again use can even be attributed to Click Ticket logo anywhere money can
in a series that starts this weekend. It or Ticket, has had a marginal at buy. I am thoroughly convinced
Two cities, New York and Boston, best effect on seat belt usage in there are better ways to spend that
connected by so much history and Nebraska.
money, or perhaps we could even—
bitter sports rivalries, now joined in
And why do we still have ap- gasp—not spend the money at all.
From the
banks of
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a time when our country clearly has
a spending problem. To illustrate
this spending binge, 2008 government spending was $3 trillion and
the national debt at the beginning
of that year was $8.9 trillion—still
R-Nebraska
unacceptably high. However, under
the President’s plan, the government is projected to spend $5.66
Long gone are the days when trillion annually and the national
citizens worked the land to pay their debt will balloon to $25.4 trillion.
Americans deserve greater acshare to the crown before being
allowed to keep anything for them- countability of their hard-earned tax
selves. I think we can all agree it’s dollars—especially if the governa good thing those days are behind ment is asking for an even bigger
us. But even though Tax Day is in allowance. Forcing folks to fork
the books, we are still paying the over more money to help pay for
government to cover this year’s tax the government’s reckless spending
habit is unacceptable if not insulting.
burden.
Despite the President’s refusal
While April 15 is the national
tax payment deadline, April 18 to admit we have a spending probmarks Tax Freedom Day, the point lem, I do want to acknowledge his
at which the total earnings of all admission that important programs
like Social Security
Americans since
the beginning of Obama’s budget and Medicare are
in trouble and must
the year surpasses
calls for
be strengthened. To
the total tax bill for
the year. In theogovernment his credit, he has
proposed adjusting
ry, that’s the day
spending to
the formula used
when you can start
exceed tax
to calculate Social
keeping the money
Security and Mediyou’ve worked hard
revenue in
care cost of living
to earn. This date
perpetuity.
adjustments to more
only accounts for
accurately reflect
the government’s
tax revenue, which has been less inflation rates. But this is only
than its expenditures in recent part of the equation. If the Presiyears. If you calculate the amount dent really wants to stimulate the
it would take to pay off the year’s economy, he should reverse his
expected deﬁcit, you’d be paying record of increased spending and
taxes. More money in the pockets
the government until May 9.
In the budget proposal submitted of hard-working Americans means
to Congress by President Obama more money exchanging hands on
last week—two months after the Main Street. He should commit to
legal deadline and after both cham- meaningfully reducing the deﬁcit
bers of Congress already passed and forging a path to a balanced
their respective spending plans— budget.
My hope is that the President’s
President Obama is asking for another $1.1 trillion in new taxes to go recognition of the unsustainable
along with the $1.7 trillion he has path of our entitlements is only the
signed into law since taking ofﬁce. ﬁrst step—one that will be followed
What’s more unfathomable: despite by additional meaningful proposals
these tax increases, the President’s and real leadership. There are willspending plan will never balance. ing partners eager to get our country
It calls for government spending to back on course if the President
exceed tax revenue in perpetuity at chooses to step up to the plate.

U.S. Senator
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President’s budget leading
U.S. down dangerous path
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